
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The impact of COVID-19 on the podcast market.
•• The number of different podcasts people listen to and how frequently they

listen.
•• The most popular podcast genres.
•• Consumer willingness to pay for podcasts and the potential of subscription

options.
•• Attitudes towards podcast advertising, including interactive advertising.

The podcast advertising market continues to evolve and grow more
sophisticated. Mintel’s research indicates the potential of interactive
advertising, with nearly half (47%) of podcast listeners preferring a podcast to
have interactive adverts rather than standard ones, rising to 56% of those with
a household income of £50,000 or more. Interactive adverts in podcasts have
the potential to be far more engaging than standard adverts that many either
skip or ignore.

Initially the pandemic had a mixed impact on the podcast market as people
dealt with the shock of the situation and change to their daily lives, leading to
changes in people’s podcast listening habits. Subsequently many people,
especially younger people, have increased their time listening to podcasts,
while people’s increased time at home has presented opportunities for
podcasts, such as greater interactivity.

Mintel’s research highlights the current dissatisfaction many have with podcast
advertising, including the view that the adverts in podcasts are overly
repetitive, which is an issue that can turn people away from titles or even the
entire format. Furthermore, as podcasts overall gain greater attention there is
more controversy being generated about comments made within a podcast,
potentially leading to reputational damage for platforms tied closely to an
individual podcaster.
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“Podcasts are poised to
become more interactive,
with features such as polls and
responsive advertising.”
– Rebecca McGrath,
Associate Director Media
and Technology
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Video podcasts and subscriptions are areas of great potential for podcasters,
with Mintel’s research showing high interest in video podcasts and a willingness
to pay for podcast content. The subscription options for titles being introduced
in 2021 by Spotify and Apple Podcasts are likely to be particularly effective for
smaller, niche podcasts that have an engaged and loyal listenership.
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• Most are only listening to a few podcasts, undermining
potential of podcast-only subscriptions
Figure 10: Number of podcasts listen to, 2021

• Podcasts are a regular part of most listeners’ lives
Figure 11: Frequency of listening to podcasts, 2021

• Interest in video podcasts highlights value of investing in
visual aspect
Figure 12: Podcast listening behaviour, 2021

• Interactive adverts hold a lot of appeal
Figure 13: Attitudes towards podcast advertising, 2021

• Growth in use of voice commands during pandemic allows
for more podcast interactivity

• Changes to lifestyle during pandemic impact podcast
habits

• Adding more interactivity to content and advertising
• Platforms introduce more subscription options for podcasts
• There will be limited interest in a podcast-only subscription

service

• Lifestyle changes throughout the pandemic alter people’s
podcast listening habits

• Growth in use of streaming services
• Greater ownership of smart speakers and use of voice

commands present innovation opportunities

• Podcast listening habits altered by pandemic’s impact on
lifestyle
Figure 14: Impact of COVID-19 on podcasts, in short, medium
and long term, 8 July 2021

• Increase in users of streaming services will boost podcast
market
Figure 15: Use of music subscription streaming services,
2017-20

• Longer-term changes in lifestyle will impact people’s
podcast listening habits
Figure 16: Expected behaviour after COVID-19 pandemic,
2021

• Growth in use of smart speakers and voice commands
presents opportunities for podcasts
Figure 17: Ownership of smart speakers, 2019-21
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Figure 18: Usage of voice commands in previous three months,
2019-21

• Variety of podcasts appear in streaming service charts
• There are drawbacks to becoming exclusive to one service

Figure 19: UK top 20 podcasts on Spotify, 5 July 2021
Figure 20: UK top 20 podcasts on Apple Podcasts, 5 July 2021

• Amazon Music adds support for podcasts
• Apple and Spotify offer subscription options
• Spotify launches video podcasts

• Amazon Music joins the podcast game
• Spotify launches video podcasts
• Apple and Spotify offer subscription options to attract

creators
• Spotify
• Apple Podcasts
• Greater interactivity offered through polls feature
• Spotify looks to further tie in podcasts and music
• Podcast Ads introduced by Spotify to enable brands to

better target advertising

• There is willingness to pay for podcasts indicating
subscription options will find success

• There is high interest in video podcasts suggesting
podcasters should invest in more creative visuals

• Many would prefer more interactive podcast adverts

• Initial COVID-19 outbreak had mixed impact on podcast
listening habits
Figure 21: Initial impact of COVID-19 on podcast listening,
2020

• Millennials and Gen Z most likely to have increased podcast
listening time during the 2021 lockdown
Figure 22: Impact of COVID-19 on podcast listening, by
generation, 2021

• People have increased spend on podcasts
Figure 23: Impact of COVID-19 on spending on podcasts,
2021

• Audio listening habits could be boosted longer term

COMPANIES AND BRANDS – KEY TAKEAWAYS

LAUNCH ACTIVITY AND INNOVATION

THE CONSUMER – KEY TAKEAWAYS

IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR
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• Live audio social media features indicate potential for more
live podcasts
Figure 24: Expectation of long-term impact of COVID-19 on
music/podcast listening habits, 2021

• Using traditional advertising to entice older listeners
Figure 25: Podcast listenership, 2021

• Most are only listening to a few podcasts, undermining
potential of podcast-only subscriptions
Figure 26: Number of podcasts listened to, 2021

• Podcasts are a regular part of most listeners’ lives
Figure 27: Frequency of listening to podcasts, 2021

• Podcast market still largely free but there is willingness to
pay
Figure 28: Paying for podcasts, 2021

• More platforms further incorporate podcasts
• Greater competition coming between different podcast

services
Figure 29: Podcast services, 2021

• General discussion is the most popular podcast genre
• Signing exclusivity deal with podcast hosts more closely ties

platforms to their viewpoints
Figure 30: Podcast genres, 2021

• Gen Z far less interested in sports podcasts
• Stars capitalise on TV nostalgia through podcasts
• Spotify removes copyright barrier to improve music podcast

offering

• Interest in video podcasts highlights value of investing in
visual aspect
Figure 31: Podcast listening behaviour, 2021

• Prioritising smaller creators and search function could be
key differentiator for podcast services

• Negative perceptions of podcast advertising can be
reduced by limiting repetition

• Podcasts need to be very cautious about over-advertising

PODCAST LISTENERSHIP

PODCAST SERVICES

PODCAST GENRES

PODCAST BEHAVIOUR

PODCAST ADVERTISING
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Figure 32: Attitudes towards podcast advertising, 2021
• Interactive adverts hold a lot of appeal
• Men are more engaged with podcast advertising

Figure 33: Podcast advertising, by gender, 2021

• Abbreviations
• Consumer research methodology

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES, ABBREVIATIONS AND
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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